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Educational Objectives

• To be able to put current dosimetry 
procedures into historical perspective

• To appreciate the inter-connection of  
external beam and brachytherapy dosimetry

• To see the relationship between the clinical 
treatments and accuracy requirements.

• To understand the need for accurate 
dosimetry in combined clinical trials











1976 AAPM Summer School1976 AAPM Summer School 
Momento



Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen

Discovered x-rays 
November 1895



Antoine-Henri Becquerel

Announced discovery 
of radioactivity of 
uranium compounds
November 1886



Marie and Pierre Curie

Announced discovery 
of polonium in July 
1898 and radium in 
December 1898

Cartoon published in 
1904



Two methods were recognized for     
measuring x- and γ- rays: g γ y

Photographic and Electrical.



Ernest Rutherford
1899 Rutherford, “Radiation may 

be investigated by two 
methods, one depending upon 
the action of the photographic 
plate and the other on the 
discharge of electrification… 
much more rapid than the 
photographic method and 
admits of fairly accurate 

tit ti d t i ti ”quantitative determination.”



Marie Curie

1899 Marie Curie, “ The 
electric method is based 
upon the measurement ofupon the measurement of 
the conductivity acquired 
by air…This method is 
fast and provides  
quantitative results that 
may be compared with y p
one another.”









In a written comment Dr. Leopold Freund of Vienna 
stated “That the future of Roentgen ray therapy can bestated, That the future of Roentgen ray therapy can be 
most clearly recognized by appreciating the character of 
its physiologic action.” He further stated,” When inits physiologic action.  He further stated,  When in 
addition we shall have gained complete control of our
apparatus, shall know which quality of rays is 
appropriate to each disease, which best employed in the 
depths and on the surface of the body, when our 

t f t d th ill th b t dmeasurement are perfected, there will then be presented 
an ever- widening field for our endeavors.”



What was known in 1905
Discovery of natural radioactivity by Becquerel 1896Discovery of natural radioactivity by Becquerel, 1896
Discovery of the electron by J.J. Thomson, 1897
Discovery of  and  rays by Rutherford, 1897Discovery of  and  rays by Rutherford, 1897
Discovery of polonium and radium by Pierre and Marie
Curie, 1898
Discovery of  rays and their equivalence to X-rays by 
Villard, 1900
P l f th t th b Pl k 1901Proposal of the quantum theory by Plank, 1901
Investigation of radioactivity-exponential decay law, 
transmutation of elements uranium radium series-transmutation of elements, uranium radium series
by Rutherford and Soddy with Barnes, Brooks 
and Boltwood, 1898-1902
X-rays and γ have a physiological effect



What was not known in 1905
Structure of the atom.
Protons and Neutrons.
Atomic number for atoms.
The mechanism of the interaction between X raysThe mechanism of the interaction between X-rays 
and matter.
The physiological mechanism of X-rays.The physiological mechanism of X rays.
How to quantitatively measure X-rays.
No Coolidge X-ray tube.





Production of X-Rays

Fixed factors:- windings on the primary and secondary
coils character of the interr pter distance bet eencoils, character of the interrupter, distance between
the cathode and the platinum disc of the tube.

Variable factors:- currents supplied to the primary,
speed of the interrupter, the resistance of the 
secondary circuit, degree of vacuum of the tube,
the distance of the tube from the surface to be exposed,
th d ti d f f ththe duration and frequency of the exposure 



The best that Dr.Williams could offer for dosimetry
was:
“My rule is not to expose in ten days more than the
number of minutes required to produce a dermatitis.
I usually give a treatment in a series of four to sixI usually give a treatment in a series of four to six
exposures each in which the total of minutes equals
the number of minutes required to produce the desiredthe number of minutes required to produce the desired
effect.”





1907 American Roentgen Ray 
Society

Dr Charles Lester LeonardDr. Charles Lester Leonard

“The novice is fearful of producing ill effects and hence
produces none. He prefers to employ inefficient dosage 
protracted over long courses of treatment rather than court 
invisible damage”





In1909 the Roentgen Society of Great Britain appointed 
i id h h f ba committee to consider how the output of an x-ray tube 

could be measured. They recommended initiating 
standards of radioactivity The 1910 Congress ofstandards of radioactivity. The 1910 Congress of 
Radiology in Brussels established an international 
committee under Rutherford which met in Paris in 1912 
and adopted an International Radium Standard prepared 
by Marie Currie 21.99 milligram of pure radium 
chloride.
In 1915 Winawer and St. Sachs suggested that a beam of 
x rays should be regarded as having unit energy whenx-rays should be regarded as having unit energy, when 
by its complete absorption in air, it produces the same 
number of ions as the γ rays from 1 gram of radiumnumber of ions as the γ rays from 1 gram of radium 
would produce under similar conditions.  





The 1910 Congress in Brussels adopted theThe 1910 Congress in Brussels adopted the
Curie(in memory of Pierre Curie) as a unit
of measurementof measurement.
Specifically defined for radon as ‘the quantity of 
radon in equilibrium with 1 g of radium ’radon in equilibrium with 1 g of radium.



D fi iti f X R I t itDefinition of X Ray Intensity

The intensity of the X ray at a particular point is defined 
As the energy falling on one square centimeter of a gy g q
receiving surface passing through the point and placed at 
right angles to the rays



1908 Villard proposed a quantitative unit for the 
measurement of

ra intensit :x-ray intensity:
“That quantity of x-radiation which liberates by ionization 
1 electrostatic unit (esu) of electricity per cm3 of air under1 electrostatic unit (esu) of electricity per cm of air under 
normal conditions of temperature and pressure.”



William Duane

1914
Built a parallel plate 

h bchamber to overcome 
the wall effect and 
measured the Villardmeasured the Villard 
unit which he called 
intensity. He defined 
“d ” i t it“dose” as intensity 
multiplied by time in 
seconds



In 1928 the Second International Congress of Radiologyg gy
In Stockholm, Sweden defined the roentgen.
“The roengten is the quantity of x-radiation which, when

h d l f ll ili d d h llthe secondary electrons are fully utilized and the wall 
effect of the chamber is avoided, produces in 1cm3 at 0oC 
and 760 cm of mercury pressure such a degree ofand 760 cm of mercury pressure such a degree of 
conductivity that 1 esu of charge is measured at saturation 
current.”
The fifth Congress in 1937 modified it to be the quantity 
of x- or ϒ- radiation.



Lauriston S. Taylor

1928
“Free-air” ionization 
chamber; 
plate separation,
guard plate size, 
guard wires,g ,
diaphragm



NBS Standard IonizationNBS Standard Ionization 
Chamber 1928



NBS Portable Electrometer 1931



G.W. C. Kaye  1914
“In the therapeutic use of X-rays, various chemicalp y ,
reactions brought about by the rays have been 
suggested and employed from time to time as aids gg p y
to ‘dosage’;
for example, the discolouring of alkaline salts p , g
(Holznecht),
the liberation of iodine from a iodine chloroform 
solution (Bordier and Galimard),
the darkening of photographic paper (Kienböck),g p g p p p ( )
change of color of pastilles of compressed barium 
platinocyanide (Sabouraud-Noiré and Bordier),p y ( )
precipitation of calomel from a mercury solution
(Schwartz)



HolzknechtHolzknecht
Chromoradiometer







Clinical Ionization Chambers and 
Electrometers

1927 Fricke Glasser Otto Glasser1927 Fricke-Glasser Otto Glasser



Clinical Ionization Chambers and 
Electrometers

1930 Victoreen r meter John Victoreen1930 Victoreen r-meter John Victoreen



Communication
The Tissue Dose

Lewis G. Jacobs, M.D.
R di l V l 33 #4 O b 1939Radiology Vol. 33 #4 October 1939

“If the physical dose is calibrated with a degree of  
precision differing from the precision with which weprecision differing from the precision with which we 
can measure the biologic effect, the total precision of 
our measurement will be that of the less precise of the p
two…
It is , therefore, not unfair to conclude that, even if our 
physical dose has a precision of +/- 10 per cent, our 
total precision is certainly not better than +/- 30 per 
cent and probably not that good ”cent, and probably not that good.”



Precision in Dosimetry
R R N llR. R. Newell

(January 24 1940)
Time: 0 5 min in 10 min 5% errorTime: 0.5 min in 10 min. 5% error
Distance: 1 to 2cm in 50 cm. 4% to 8% error
Voltage: 1% error in voltage 2% error in dose.g g
“These three can easily be made more precise. 
Moreover it is not even difficult, nor very time consuming 
to bring the error down to the one percent expected from 
the dosemeter…
The conclusion is that the physicists can’t do theThe conclusion is that the physicists can t do the 
radiologist’s dosimetry for him, they can only provide him 
with the tools. In using them he has to watch everything, w e oo s. us g e e s o w c eve y g,
but should not forget above all to watch his patient.”



Comment by Taylor on Newell’s MemoComment by Taylor on Newell s Memo

Just because there may be a large 
biologic uncertainty, there is no excuse 
for tolerating sloppy physical 

t h littl ff t illmeasurements where little effort will 
yield satisfactory measurements. This 
will lead eventually to completewill lead eventually to complete 
degradation in the whole therapy 
technique.”q

























In response to a question by Rosalyn Yallowp q y y
Sinclair pointed out that “this is not a difference
in measurement. This is a difference in the 
corrections believed necessary to the 
measurement after you have made it.”y



A Code of Practice for the 
Dosimetery of 2 to 8 MV X-ray andDosimetery of 2 to 8 MV X ray and 
Caesium-137 and Cobalt-60 γ- ray 

Beams (HPA 1964)

D=R. N. Cλλ

One of the first protocols to recommend calibration using aOne of the first protocols to recommend calibration using a 
water phantom
Greene and Massey (1968) calculated the overall 
uncertainty of the absorbed dose calibration to be +/ 2 5%uncertainty of the absorbed dose calibration to be +/- 2.5%





A similar expression for electrons was derived
by Almond(1967), Svensson and Pettersson (1967)by Almond(1967), Svensson and Pettersson (1967) 
and the ICRU Report 21(1972)

D=R.N. CED R.N. CE



Cλ and CE (1960s)were the first generation of 
l d b d h bprotocols and were based on chamber exposure 

calibration factors. It had tables of dose 
i f i l fconversion factors versus nominal energy for 

photons and electrons respectively. No special 
id i f h h b d h lconsideration for the chamber used or the actual 

quality of the beam. This could lead to errors of 
5%up to 5%.

There were separate protocols for photons and 
lelectrons.



TG 21(1983) was the second generation ofTG 21(1983) was the second generation of 
calibration protocols combining photons and 
electrons that addressed these problems but at theelectrons that addressed these problems, but at the 
expense of complexity, especially for the chamber 
specific factors and their variation with beamspecific factors and their variation with beam 
quality. With complexity came the potential for 
increased errors It too was based upon theincreased errors. It too was based upon the 
chamber’s exposure calibration factor.



TG51(1999) is a third generation protocol and isTG51(1999) is a third generation protocol and is
based upon the chamber’s absorbed dose to 
water calibration factor It is a prescriptivewater calibration factor. It is a  prescriptive 
protocol, that is it is a “how to” document that 
describes the steps necessary to perform thedescribes the steps necessary to perform the 
calibration for a given photon or electron beam.
It is more simple than TG21 and therefore lessIt is more simple than TG21 and therefore less 
prone to error 



Need for Accuracy?

• Error
• UncertaintyUncertainty
• Precision

A• Accuracy



Definitions
• Random Errors/ Uncertainties
• Systematic Errors/Uncertainties
• Precision-if the determination of absorded dose 

has small random errors/uncertainties it is said to 
have high precision. The standard deviation of a 
group of measured response values about theirgroup of measured response values about their 
average value provides a convenient means of 
expressing precision

• Accuracy-if the determination of absorbed dose 
has small systematic errors/uncertainties it is said 
to have high accuracyto have high accuracy



No one had asked and answered the question,No one had asked and answered the question,
“What was the degree of precision required 
in the radiation dose delivered in radiotherapy?”in the radiation dose delivered in  radiotherapy?    
until 1971. 







L.J. Shukovsky 1970 “Dose, time, volume 
relationships in squamous cell carcinoma ofrelationships in squamous cell carcinoma of 
the soupraglottic larynx.” Am J. Roent, Rad 

Therapy and Nuclear Med 108 27-29Therapy and Nuclear Med. 108, 27-29 



Herring’s and Compton’s Conclusions:g p

• An increase in dose of less than 10% above the 
optimal dose produces observable increases in 
necrosis

• A reduction in 10% in the dose decreases the 
probability of local control by a factor up to 7.
D d li d h i h ld b i hi /• Dose delivered to the patient should be within +/-
5% or better
I h t f d li i th d th t i t• In each step of delivering the dose the uncertainty 
should be +/-2% or better. 



AAPM Report 85 2004
Tissue Inhomogeneity Corrections for 

Megavoltage Photon Beamsg g
• Required dose accuracy predicted by 4 factors

Th l f th d ff t• The slope of the dose-effect curve
• Level of dose differences that can be detected 

clinicallyclinically
• Statistical estimates of level of accuracy needed 

for clinical trialsfor clinical trials
• The level of dose accuracy that will be practically 

achievableachievable



Conclusion

• The calibration of treatment machines in 
terms of absorbed dose to a point in a water p
phantom can be carried out with an 
accuracy of +/-2%y

• The mean dose to the tumor can be 
determined with an accuracy of +/-5%determined with an accuracy of +/ 5%





Measurement of Exposure
• The figure illustrates a 

schematic of a free-air 
ionization chamber.ionization chamber.

• Ionization is collected 
from the volume between 
the dotted linesthe dotted lines.

• This collecting volume 
must be far enough 

d f thremoved from the 
diaphragm that electronic 
equilibrium is established. XD 

Q
D ADL


